Integrated analysis of the genome and the transcriptome by FANTOM.
The key to reliable annotation of a mammalian genome is broad characterisation of the transcriptional output, the transcriptome. FANTOM, the functional annotation of mouse cDNA, is a large-scale analysis of both the genome and the transcriptome of the mouse. In the early days of this work, the transcripts were characterised using our sophisticated methods. After the timely release of the first draft of mouse genome sequences, interesting information was obtained by its integration with these one-by-one annotations. Moreover, each transcript included its expression profile. Here, the two integrated annotation methods used by FANTOM are reviewed: one-by-one and categorised. One-by-one annotation refers to naming carried out based on well-known transcripts or its fragments using the top-down-style pipeline developed mostly by the FANTOM project. Categorised annotation, which refers to transcript grouping, not only helps naming of unknown transcripts, but will be the most utilised method for integration of the genome and the transcriptome from now on.